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We are a boutique communication and documentation company, with a chameleon-like, walk-in,
help-out approach that provides unique, long term solutions to clients. We don't specialise in a
"template solution", rather we tailor ourselves to help you fix your documentation problems.
From some technical editing to complete suites of custom designed documents, websites and
drawing or illustrations for a range of your products - we can do it.

Our staff have around twenty combined years experience in all types of business, academic and
engineering communication, have won peer examined international awards and present at
conferences. We specialise in clear, concise, plain English technical communication to the non
technical world. We truly enjoy working with engineers and technical people. We provide
services for:
- Documenting new, high tech equipment (civil, scientific, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic,
electronic)
- Specialist water industry documentation development
- Software documentation (both paper and help file development)
- Technical illustration and engineering drafting
- Graphic design, information design and document template preparation services
- Industrial photography and image editing services
- Website, intranet, extranet, wiki, or blog design, development, and management services
- Medical writing, editing and language services
- Scientific poster and academic communication services
- Case study, newsletters, brochures, sales, marketing and corporate communication
material development
- Vocabulary development, style guide development, technical editing and management
editing
- Survey design, development and analysis services
- Training and instructional design consulting in any field at any level or multiple levels for
products
- Documentation lifecycle management and documentation project management consulting

Dapsco has the ability to provide a complete documentation department you can call on
whenever you need a documentation department, or you can call us in to assist you irregularly
for small documents. We provide ongoing or spasmodic assistance and always supply a unique
solution for you, the client.
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